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Pete the Cat takes on the classic favorite children's song "Five Little Pumpkins" in New York Times

bestselling author James Dean's Pete the Cat: Five Little Pumpkins.Join Pete as he rocks out to this

cool adaptation of the classic Halloween song!A perfect way to share the Halloween spirit with

young children.
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Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate.The first one said,"Oh my, it&#39;s getting late."Join Pete the

Cat as he rocks out to this cool adaptation of the classic Halloween song "Five Little Pumpkins."

James Deanâ€™s art has sold in more than ninety galleries and shops across the United States. He

has devoted his paintings to Pete the Cat for fifteen years and has turned his natural love for cats

into his lifeâ€™s work. James published his first adult book, The Misadventures of Pete the Cat, a

history of his artwork, in 2006. He illustrated his first self-published childrenâ€™s book, Pete the Cat:

I Love My White Shoes, in 2008, and the follow-up book, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School

Shoes, in 2011. James lives in Savannah, Georgia, with his wife, four cats, and one dog. You can

visit him online at www.petethecat.com.James Deanâ€™s art has sold in more than ninety galleries



and shops across the United States. He has devoted his paintings to Pete the Cat for fifteen years

and has turned his natural love for cats into his lifeâ€™s work. James published his first adult book,

The Misadventures of Pete the Cat, a history of his artwork, in 2006. He illustrated his first

self-published childrenâ€™s book, Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes, in 2008, and the follow-up

book, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes, in 2011. James lives in Savannah, Georgia, with

his wife, four cats, and one dog. You can visit him online at www.petethecat.com.

Dissapointed.. pretty pictures.. but thought the story would be more involved like our other Pete the

cat books.

I just received this book yesterday. I had ordered it for my 3 year old who loves Pete the Cat and I

just have to say this book is AWESOME. It's not just a sticker book. It's a super fun activity book

with stickers so it's perfect for car rides, doctors appointments etc. No need to bring along a bag full

of crayons or toys. This book is all you need for some serious toddler entertainment. We also have

the Pete the Cat activity coloring book which we love but you have to bring your crayons along for

that one. This one definitely takes the cake if you are debating between the two but both of them are

awesome! Attached is a photo of two pages my 3 year old put stickers all.All of the activity pages

are in the front and they each have a title. All of the sticker pages are in the back and each sticker

page has the same title as the activity page it goes with. If your child is young like mine, you do

need to help them get the stickers. Enjoy!

Not what I expected from a "Pete the Cat" book. It is a colorful book with extremely sparse text

about 5 little pumpkins and Halloween. Pete is in each picture, but that is all he has to do with the

story. I find it a bit disappointing and don't recommend it if you are looking for a traditional "Pete the

Cat" book.

Bought this for my 3.5 year old that loves sticker books for an airplane trip we just took. He likes

Pete the Cat, but we only have read a few of his books. I think this book would be most enjoyed by

a big Pete the Cat enthusiast, as there were several sticker activities that would definitely help if you

know all his books. With that said, the kid still loves this one like other sticker books we have. The

thing I really like about this book is that the pages are slick, and therefore the stickers are able to be

repositioned a time or two for the sticker perfectionist, also the stickers are pretty sticky-in a good

way-they stay put. The minuses about this book are: several stickers are so large and strange



shaped they need adult assistance to not rip. It isn't super educational-mostly just sticking stickers in

spots. All the stickers are at the back of the book and not super easy to tear out.My favorite sticker

book we have used so far is the Richard Scary sticker book (it is pretty thick one). All the things that

this book doesn't have, it does--just in case you are looking for another option.

Love this book. Classic Halloween story. Great math story for young learners too.

This book doesn't contain much in the way of a new story, it's the same old Five Little Pumpkins

song. HOWEVER, this is a super cute version of Five LIttle Pumpkins, with funny illustrations of

Pete up to some Halloween mischief. Cute book! The  price is several dollars cheaper than school

book fair price, in case you were wondering!

It's just okay. Not as good as Wheels on The Bus. We can read it in less than 1 minute. Was hoping

for better as we love the other Pete the Cat books.

I bought this book because my 4-yr-old son is a Pete the Cat fan. This book is just a 5 little

pumpkins rhyme. Pete the cat is on each page but there is no storyline involving Pete. I tried to

pump it for some kind of content and was trying to discuss the different costumes the pumpkins are

wearing: 2 are pirates, 1 is a vampire, 1 is Frankenstein (after much debate) and no idea what the

5th one is. A 4-yr-old doesn't/shouldn't know what a vampire or a Frankenstein is. It would have

been so easy to make the costumes more kid-friendly - a ghost/white sheet, a doctor, a princess, a

baseball player, a super hero, etc. We're very disappointed in this book. Very poorly conceived. :(
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